ABSTRACT

The current study was designed to provide a consistent and detailed understanding of the Structural disposition and magnetic source depth of Sheet 266, south-east Nigeria in the Auchi region by applying three source edge mapping techniques: horizontal gradient magnitude; tilt derivative and Euler deconvolution to aeromagnetic data obtained from Nigeria Geological Survey Agency Abuja (NGSA). To achieve the above objective, there was a need to correct the latitudinal effect on data obtained at low latitudes just as the present case, the total magnetic intensity (TMI) data was reduced to the pole (RTP) and regional magnetic anomalies were extracted from the RTP data to obtain the residual anomaly data using the upward continuation technique. To establish the boundaries of the magnetic sources, various source edge mapping techniques such as Analytic signal (AS), Horizontal Gradient Magnitude (HGM) and Tilt Derivative (TDR) were applied. A strong correlation between these techniques has been found, suggesting that their incorporation may contribute to delineating the structural mechanism of the study area. A comprehensive structural map based on the findings was therefore built. The key tectonic patterns in the study region are typically interpreted to predominantly ENE-WSW trend followed by WNW-ESE trend. In the study
area, depth to magnetic source estimation using 3D Euler deconvolution and source parameter imaging (SPI) has also shown that the two techniques complement each other with depth estimation and general depth to magnetic source was 50 m in the basement portion of the study area and >2000 m in sedimentary portion as seen from both SPI and 3D Euler deconvolution techniques.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The study area is situated between longitudes $6^0$ E to $6^0 30'$ and latitudes $7^0$ N to $7^0 30'$ N (Fig. 1) with an average area of 3, 025 km$^2$ and topography ranging from 14 m low to 662 m high (Fig. 2) and form part of south-western Nigerian basement complex in the north and part of the Dahomey basin in the southern part of the study area (Fig. 3). The south-west Nigerian basement complex is tectonically part of the Pan-African mobile belt and is situated between the West Africa craton, Congo craton and south of the Tuareg shield [1]. The basement complex was deformed by numerous pre-Cambrian tectonic events which were followed by progressive regional metamorphism according to [2-6]. On the basement rocks, each of the tectonic events created characteristic imprints. The Pan-African case, however, was so widespread that much of the systems of the earlier events were wiped out, leaving only their traces. The structural patterns of both the planar and linear systems are along with the trends of N-S, NE-SW, NW-SE and occasionally E-W in Nigeria according to [7-10].

Several papers were published on the analysis of aeromagnetic data regarding geological structures/lineament delineation within the southwestern Nigerian basement complex [12-17] and all used magnetic data evaluation in different ways to delineate geological structures in parts of the southwestern Nigerian Precambrian Basement Complex. Situated in the West African Gulf of Guinea, the Benin (Dahomey) Basin runs parallel to the coastal shores of Ghana, Togo, the Republic of Benin and southwestern Nigeria. It is an extensive basin from southeastern Ghana across Togo and the Republic of Benin to southwestern Nigeria, where it is stratigraphically isolated from younger Niger Delta basin. The basin is made up of sedimentary Cretaceous-Tertiary sequences that outcrop roughly parallel to the ancient coastline in an arcuate belt. The Dahomey basin's Tertiary sediments thin out to the east and are partly cut off from the Niger Delta basin's sediments against the Okitipupa basement ridge. During the drifting phases of separation of South America and Africa in the Campanian to Tertiary, the evolution of the Dahomey basin is due to the transcurrent movements of the oceanic fracture systems, in particular the Romanche, Chain and Charcot fractures. As a consequence of continental drift, the division of the African and South American landmasses contributed to the eventual opening
Fig. 2. SRTM Digital Elevation Model (DEM) inverted, showing topographical variation

Fig. 3. Geologic map of the area [11]
of the Atlantic Ocean during the Mesozoic Era [18]. There have been many theories established as to the origin and/or evolution of the basin. However, based on several features characterizing the basin [19,20], the rift hypothesis is widely supported. The stratigraphy of the eastern Dahomey basin suggests that the basement complex of southwestern Nigeria is inconsistently overlapped by the Ise Formation. The formation consists of gits and conglomerates at the base and is overlain with intermediate kaolinite by coarse-grained loose sands. Neocomian to Albian is the age of the Ise Formation. The Afowo, Araromi, Ewekoro and Akinbo Formations are therefore stratigraphically succeeded this unit [19].

Previous studies in the study area have presented the Dahomey Basin as a low petroleum potential sedimentary basin [21]. It is presumed that the basin contains a deep sediment wedge, up to 3000 m, which thickens offshore [22]. Granite Gneiss, Undifferentiated Older Granite, Coarse-grained granite, Migmatite, Fine to Medium-grained Biotite granite, Flaggy quartzite and quartz schist, Sandstone, coal and shale, Shale and mudstone and Coal, sandstone and shale are the rock forms within the research area. The current study aims to delineate geological structure and depth to magnetic sources using different techniques of detection of source edges and depth estimation such as tilt derivative (TDR) as suggested by[23-26], analytical signal (AS) as suggested by[27], horizontal gradient magnitude (HGM) technique that can be used to map linear features such as fault zones and/or dykes from potential field data [28 – 30], the Euler deconvolution used for depth, contacts and source geometry by [31,32] and source parameter imaging by [33-36] to determine the depth to the magnetic source.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

Auchi’s aeromagnetic data (sheet 266) was collected from the Geological Survey Agency of Nigeria (NGSA). In 2009, the NGSA performed an aeromagnetic survey and collected data using a proton precession magnetometer with a resolution of 0.01 nT. The airborne geophysical work was performed by Fugro Airborne Surveys and the aeromagnetic surveys were flown at 500 m-line spacing and 80 m-terrain clearance with flight line direction in the direction of 135 azimuths while the direction of the tie line was 45 azimuths.

For equipment specifications, Magnetometers used were 3 x Scintrex CS3 Cesium Vapour Data Acquisition System was FASDAS and Magnetic Counter was also FASDAS. Radar Altimeter used was KING KR405/KING KR405B and Barometric Altimeter used was ENVIRO BARO/DIGIQUARTZ. For Navigation specifications, the Flight Path Tracking was Digital and Flight Path Navigation was Novatel 3151R/Omnistar RTDGPS. Flight Path Recovery was Digital and Flight Path Processing was performed using Real-Time Differential GPS and the Aircraft used for the survey were supplied by Fugro Airborne Surveys which included: Aircraft Cessna Caravan 208B ZS-FSA, Aircraft Cessna Caravan 208 ZS-MSJ and Aircraft Cessna 406 ZS-SSC. For plotting specifications, the projection method used was the universal transverse Mercator (UTM) with spheroid-Clarke 1880 (modified) at central meridian 33 degrees east and central scaling factor 0.9996 and datum arc 1960. The x bias was 500 000 meters and y bias 0 meters with grid mesh size 50 meters. Usually, before gridding, many corrections needed to be applied to magnetic data, i.e. heading, lag and diurnal correction and all have been applied to the aeromagnetic data by Fugro surveys. The magnetic data acquisition and airborne surveys data processing were done completely by Fugro airborne surveys.

Software such as Oasis Montaj version 10.3, Arc Map version 10.5 and Rockwork version 2016 was used to generate the maps used by the authors in this study. First, the total magnetic intensity data (Fig. 4) was reduced to the magnetic pole and overlaid with the area’s geology. This was appropriate for the anomaly to be centered directly above its respective causative source [37-41] and was accomplished using -10.62° inclination and -2.76° declination of the centre point of the study area using (2005 IGRF). Since the RTP often introduces noise during aeromagnetic data interpretation, especially for data collected very close to the equator as well as the current study area, stable reduction to the pole method was used to avoid this effect by applying -90° amplitude correction inclination. After pole reduction, it is important to enhance the data signal by separating the short wavelengths (local or residual) and long wavelengths (regional) components of the total field anomaly data. The former are shallow magnetic anomalies (i.e., near-surface sources), while the latter are the sources of deep-seated magnetic anomalies. This was accomplished by
employing an upward continuation filter. The upward continuation filter’s frequency response is given as

$$F_u(u, v, h) = e^{-2nh(u^2 + v^2)^{1/2}}$$

(1)

Where h is the height at which the field is continued and in the frequency domain, "u" and "v" are equal to x and y coordinates. When deeper sources magnetic fields are subtracted from the total field, the shallow magnetic field intensity known as the residual field is the result [42,43]. At a depth of 30 km, the RTP data was upward continued representing the area’s regional grid and this was subtracted from the RTP grid to obtain the residual grid view as an image (Fig. 6). This is represented mathematically in equation 2.

$$\text{RESIDUAL grid} = \text{REGIONAL grid} - \text{RTP grid}$$

(2)

The analytic signal (AS) technique was applied to the areas TMI data and is defined as the square root of the sum of the squares of vertical derivative (dz) and the two horizontal derivatives (dx and dy) of the total magnetic field ΔT [27]. The AS peaks are directly correlated with and of the amplitude of the analytic signal showed that the amplitude of the analytic signal character has similar features to the derivative reduction method to pole for ΔT. Besides, the AS is very sensitive to edge effects of the causative bodies as display on Fig. 7 [27], which is not established in the traditional reduction method to pole for ΔT. Besides, the AS can be calculated using the following expression from the three orthogonal gradients of the total magnetic field:

$$|A(X, Y)| = \sqrt{\left(\frac{\partial T}{\partial x}\right)^2 + \left(\frac{\partial T}{\partial y}\right)^2 + \left(\frac{\partial T}{\partial z}\right)^2}$$

(3)

Where A(x, y) is the amplitude of the analytic signal at (x, y) and T is the observed magnetic anomaly at (x, y).

The magnetic field’s horizontal gradient (Fig. 8) in a given direction improves the magnetic field’s lateral variations and attenuates its regional trend in that direction [44]. In places where the magnetic susceptibility contrast is higher, the derivative can achieve a maximum/minimum, thereby illustrating discontinuities perpendicular to the derivation direction and more clearly distinguishing the faults and structural edges as in (Fig. 8). In other words, the horizontal gradient method is the easiest way to estimate the bodies’ contact positions at depths. The significant advantage of the horizontal gradient method is its low sensitivity to noise in the data since it requires only the measurement of the two horizontal field derivatives of the first order [45]. If M is the magnetic field, then the magnitude of the horizontal gradient (HGM) is given by:

$$\text{HGM}(x, y) = \sqrt{\left(\frac{\partial M}{\partial x}\right)^2 + \left(\frac{\partial M}{\partial y}\right)^2}$$

(4)

Under the following assumptions, this feature gives a peak anomaly above magnetic contacts [45]: (1) the regional magnetic field is vertical, (2) the magnetizations are vertical, (3) the contacts are vertical, (4) the contacts are discrete, and (5) the sources are dense. Violations of the first four assumptions which cause the peaks to move away from the contacts. Violations of the fifth assumption will lead to secondary peaks which will be parallel to the contacts.

[25] showed that the zero value of the TDR-filtered Total Magnetic Intensity (TMI) data (Fig. 9) locates the edges of the sources of the TMI anomaly and has the advantage of equalizing the amplitudes of potential field anomalies for short and long wavelengths. The TDR was first described by [26] before being further refined by[25] as:

$$\theta = \tan^{-1}\left[\frac{\frac{\partial T}{\partial x}}{\frac{\partial T}{\partial y}}\right]$$

(5)

Where

$$\frac{\partial T}{\partial h} = \sqrt{\left(\frac{\partial T}{\partial x}\right)^2 + \left(\frac{\partial T}{\partial y}\right)^2}$$

(6)

$$\frac{\partial T}{\partial x}, \frac{\partial T}{\partial y}\text{ and }\frac{\partial T}{\partial z}$$ in the equations are first-order derivatives of the magnetic field in the x, y and z directions. A new technique (the tilt-depth method) was recently introduced that locates vertical contacts and the depth of a magnetized body from RTP magnetic data [46]. The spatial position of the magnetic source edges is delineated by the zero contours of TDR, while the depth to the source is the distance between zero and either -45° or +45° contour or their average.
Fig. 4. Total magnetic intensity map (TMI)

Fig. 5. Total magnetic intensity map Reduced to Pole (RTP) with Geology of the area
Granite Gneiss = GG, Undifferentiated Older Granite = OGu, Coarse-grained granite = Ogp, Migmatite = M, Medium fine to medium-grained Biotite granite = OGe, Flaggy quartzite and quartz schist = FQs, Sandstone, coal and shale = Fss, Shale and mudstone and Coa =Nsh, sandstone and shale = LCM
Fig. 6. Residual magnetic intensity map (RMI)

Fig. 7. Analytic Signal Map (AS)
The standard Euler deconvolution utilizes three orthogonal gradients of any possible potential field quantity to calculate the position of a source body. According to [8], it is possible to describe the 3D form of Euler’s equation as:

\[
(x - x_0) \frac{\partial T}{\partial x} + (y - y_0) \frac{\partial T}{\partial y} + (z - z_0) \frac{\partial T}{\partial z} = N(B - T) \tag{7}
\]

Where the coordinates of a magnetic source are \(x_0, y_0, z_0\), and \(\frac{\partial T}{\partial x}, \frac{\partial T}{\partial y}, \frac{\partial T}{\partial z}\) are the derivatives of the total field versus \(x, y, z\), respectively. \(N\) represents the structural index (SI) and relates to the rate of change of a potential field with the distance. In the overestimated scheme of linear equations, the location and depth of the sources are solved for each location of the moving window [31,32]. \(B\) is a local context inside a
sliding window with an adjustable size reflecting the "regional" area. The SI is based on the geometry of the source and its range for magnetic sources is between 0 to 3 and 0 to 2 for gravity sources. [47] showed that the SI relies on the type and physical parameters of the potential field, providing an outstanding description of the characteristics of the homogeneity equation of Euler in general and of the SI in particular. Structural indexes (SI= 0, 1, 2 and 3) have been used in this work (Figs. 10a, 10b, 10c and 10d).

To determine the depth of the magnetic source within the study area, the source parameter imaging (SPI) as generated by [34-36] was used (Fig. 11). Often, the technique is referred to as the local wavenumber process. The maximum local wavenumber is located over isolated contacts and depths can be measured without the thickness of source bodies being assumed [48].
SPI is a technique that is good in determining magnetic depths based on the extension of complex AS; it is also called the local wavenumber. The original SPI approach works for two models which are: a 2-D sloping touch or a thin-sheet dipping 2-D. The local wavenumber is defined for the magnetic field $f$, by equation 8:

$$k = \frac{\partial^2 f / \partial y^2 - \partial^2 f / \partial x^2}{(\partial^2 f / \partial x^2) - (\partial^2 f / \partial y^2)}$$

(8)

The maxima of $k$ are located directly over the isolated contact edges for dipping contact and are independent of magnetic inclination, declination, dip, strike and any remnant magnetization. At the source edge, the depth is determined from the reciprocal of the local wavenumber i.e

$$Depth_{x=0} = \frac{1}{k_{\text{max}}}$$

(9)

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 4 reflects the map of the study area's total magnetic intensity (TMI). From the diagram, the regions with high magnetic intensity are areas with low magnetic intensity and the regions with low magnetic intensity are areas with high magnetic intensity. This misrepresentation is referred to as directional noise found in areas of low magnetic latitude due to the inclination of the magnetic field of the Earth at this low latitude, and this issue has been resolved by reducing the overall magnetic intensity to the pole where the magnetic field of the Earth is vertical (Fig. 5) overlaid with the area’s geology. Magnetic intensities range from a minimum of 32930.960 nT to a maximum of 33221.214 nT from the RTP map, and magnetic highs are observed around Okpella north to west of Igarra. The high magnetic intensity here is associated with a basic magmatic intrusion. The sedimentary rocks occupy the southern part of the map with low magnetic intensity, just as the geology of the region is divided into two, where the basement rocks occupy the northern portion of the map with high magnetic intensity values. The dyke-like feature cutting through the sedimentary portion of the map around the north of Warrake could be a magmatic intrusion of basaltic composition. Fig. 6 is the local magnetic intensity map of the area otherwise referred to as the residual magnetic intensity. The RMI value here ranges from a minimum of -80.687 nT to a maximum of 117.708 nT. A complex occurrence of magnetic highs and lows in the northern portion of the map may be due to the presence of deep-seated structures. Fig. 7 is the region’s analytic signal (AS) map and can be used to
delineate the basement and the sedimentary portion of the study area. The northern part of the map is defined by high amplitude of range 0.099-0.299 nT / m unique to the basement; this can be correlated with the geology of the region (Fig. 3), while the southern part of the map is characterized by low analytic signal amplitude values ranging from 0.006 nT / m to 0.092 nT / m. The map also shows discontinuities that occupy the basement portion of the study area.

The HGM map (Fig. 8), just like the AS map (Fig. 7), has identified the faults and edges of the structures that are prevalent within the basement part of the study area. To separate the basement and the sedimentary portion of the study area, the HGM map here can be used. The basement portion of the map (Fig. 8) has indicated the edges of the anomalies while in the sedimentary portion of the map, there is none (Fig. 8).

The map for TDR is depicted by Fig. 9 which has defined the edges of the anomaly and equalized the amplitudes within the studied area of both the short and long wavelength potential field anomaly.

For contacts and faults / structures, 10 a and b reflect Euler deconvolution with structural index (SI= 0 and 1) [31]. From the diagram, based on the Euler solutions for contacts, the basement part of the diagram is distinguishable from the sedimentary section. Fewer Euler solutions are characterized by the basement part of the diagram, while more Euler solutions are characterized by the sedimentary section. System of Faults in Fig. 10 b has been categorized into five classes and faults that occur at a depth less than 500 m are the most prevalent, followed by faults that occur at a depth of 500 m to 1000 m. The deepest occurrence of faults here is more than 2000 m. Fig. 10 c and d represent Euler solutions with structural index (SI = 2 and 3) [31], for pipe / horizontal bodies and spherical bodies. In Fig. 10 c, the horizontal bodies and pipes occur at depths of 500 m-1000 m, followed by those that occur at depths of 1000 m-1500 m. Likewise, Fig 10 d, is Euler solutions with structural index (SI = 3) for spherical bodies, the spherical bodies are uniformly distributed here but occur mostly at depths between 500 m and 1500 m.

Fig. 11 revealed magnetic source depth ranging from 52.227 m for the northern part of the region specifically for the basement part to a depth of 2808.321 m for the sedimentary part in the southern part of the area coinciding with a depth greater than 2000 m delineated from the Euler solution.

3.1 Structures / Lineament Analysis

Using the HGM map, the maximum ridges were delineated over the edges of faults within the study region (Fig. 8). These structures delineated (Fig. 12 a) were statistically analyzed As shown in the rose diagram (Fig. 12 b) and this showed that the most predominant tectonic activity affecting the region is the ENE-WSW, followed by WNW-ESE trends as stated by [49], which evaluated structures within the basement complex of north-central Nigeria and concluded that the ENE-WSW is the most predominant
tectonic that has affected the Nigerian basement complex. The Euler solutions with SI = 1 was plotted on the delineated structures as shown in Fig. 13. This confirms the occurrence of these structures using the Euler solution map as previously described. The study area is dominated by most of the structures that occur at depth < 500 m, especially the northern part that is explicitly basement in nature. The Euler solutions with SI=1 were also plotted on the TDR map and these solutions were seen to align with the TDR map’s edges and zero contours (Fig. 14).

Fig. 13. Euler solutions (SI=1) with structures delineated from HGM (Map)

Fig. 14. TDR map with Euler solutions (SI=1)
4. CONCLUSION

The application of source edge mapping techniques such as Analytic signal (AS), Horizontal Gradient Magnitude (HGM), Tilt Derivative (TDR) has greatly contributed to the detection of anomaly source edge and delineation of geologic structures within the study area. It was observed that in structural delineation within the study area, the three approaches have complemented each other. The rocks within the study area, especially the basement rocks, have been affected by two tectonic trends which are predominant in the direction of ENE-WSW followed by WNW-ENE direction. Also, depth to magnetic source estimation using 3D Euler deconvolution and source parameter imaging (SPI) has shown that the two techniques also complement each other in-depth estimation and general depth to magnetic source was 50 m in the basement portion of the study area and >2000 m in sedimentary portion as obtained from both SPI and 3D Euler deconvolution techniques.
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